**AP English Literature Summer Reading**

Students entering AP English in the Fall are required to complete the assigned readings and to respond to the works in keeping with the Nyack School District Summer Reading program. For your responses, we will be using a wiki page on which you will post answers and comments. After logging on to the following page, request membership and when you are invited you can begin posting your comments.


You should request membership as soon as possible so that there are no delays. We will check regularly for requests, but it is the summer, so please allow some time for a response.

Summer Reading is an essential part of the AP course. We will work extensively with your responses and the knowledge you acquire by reading these works during the first few weeks of classes. As a result, this work will contribute significantly toward your 1st Qtr. Grade.

These titles are readily available at the library, but owning them and being able to underline etc. is always preferable. Pickwick Books on Broadway in Nyack is stocking up so you might want to try there. If there is any trouble regarding any aspect of this assignment please email us at:

TBURNS@NYACKSCHOOLS.ORG or JWEINMAN@NYACKSCHOOLS.ORG

Titles:

*A Prayer for Owen Meaney* by John Irving

and

*The Picture of Dorian Gray* by Oscar Wilde
Double Entry Template

| Short quote that illustrates a term or key idea. Include page number. | Your response to the quote. |